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In this note we apply the technic in [5] to a classification problem of holomorphic 

G-vector bundles over a normal complez space with a proper complex Lie trans-
formation group G. In S 1, we deduce some properties about normal complex spaces 

from the basic works due to H. H:oknann, [2]9 [3]. The main theorem is obtained 
in S 29 which is an analogous one to the theorem in [5] . 

S 1. Normal complex spaces. 

Let M be a complex space and G be a complex Lie transformation group of M. 

We denote by p : G x M->M the action. Suppose that G acts properly on M, then all 

isotropy group G* is finite. By Satz 19 and Definition 15, [2], we have 

PROPOSITION l. Every point x e M admits a neighborhood Ux' a neighborh,ood 

V* of the identity element 8 of G such t/7at the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. The restriction //: V* x S*->U* is biholomorphic, 

2. S* is G*-invariant and for g e G, if gS* n S* is non empty, th,en g e G*. 

By Satz 14 and its proof in [2], we have a biholomorphism G x G*S*->GUx' 

Thus S* is a slice at x. If M is a normal complex space, then the quotient M/G is also 

normal (Satz 12, [2]). In this note we use very often the following 

PROPOSITION 2, (Satz 23, [1]). A topological holomorphic m.ap T : M1~>M2 

from a complex space M1 onto a normal complex space M2 is biholomorphic. 

The next one is an elementary result about a complex Lie group. 

PROPOSITION 3. Let H be a finite subgroup of G, then its normalizer N(H) in 

G is a complex Lie group. 

PROoF. If N(H) is a discrete group, then it is a zero dimensional complex Lie 

group. Suppose that the dimension of N(H)*, the connected component of the identity, 

is positive. For each g e N(H), ghig~1=hj, where hi, h.j e H. Since H is finite group, 

hgh-1=g for all g e N(H)* and h e H. We denote by L(N(H)) the Lie algebra of 

N(H). For h e H, X e L(N(H)), Adh(X) = X and Adh is complex linear, then Adh(JX) 

= JAdh(X) = JX, where J is an almost complex structure on L(G). Thus JX e L(N(H)) 

and N(H) is a complex Lie group. 
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We denote by MH the set {x e M ; G* = H} 

PROPOSITION 4. MH is an analytic set in M. 

PROOF. By the proposition 1, // : V* x S*->U* is biholomorphic and the restriction 

(V* n N(H)) x S*-> U* n MH is homeomorphism for each x e MH, where we assume that 

V* is connected. Since H is finite, g e V, n N(H) if and only if ghg~1 = h for all h. e H, 

then (V* n N(H)) is an analytic set in V, and S* is an analytic set in U*, and the product 

(V* n N(H)) x S* is an analytic set in V* x S*. Q.E.D. 

Now we consider an action with one orbit type (H), 

PROPosrrroN 5. Tlle induced mapping, say, k~1: G x M ->M is biholornor-

N(H) H , ' phic. 

PRooF. The restriction /1 : G x MH~'M is holomorphic and N(H)-invariant, 

then ~ is holomorphic, ((f), S 2, [3]). ･ P is homeomorphic, then by the Proposition 2, 

it is biholomorphic. 

We denote by r(H) the quotient group N(H)/H, which is a complex Lie group and 

acts freely on MH. By the same argument as in the proof of the proposition 5, the 

quotient MH/F(H) is biholomorphic to the quotient space M/G 

S 2. Holornorphic G-vector bumdles 

We denote by Vect~(M) the abelian semi-group of equivalence classes of all holo-

morphic G-vector bundles over a normal complex space M. The total space of any 

holonrorphic vector bundle over M is also normal. For a holomorphic G-vector bundle 

E->M, EIMH denotes the portion over MH. Then we have an equivalence G x N(H) 

(EIMH)->E of holomorphic G-vector bundles (cf. the proof of (1), S 1, [4]) and we 

obtain 

PROPOSITION 6. We have an isornol'pllisn'l of selni-gl'oups 

lcgl): Vect~(G x N(H)MH) ~~ T/ect~(H)(MH) 

Since F(H)->MH~MH/F(H) is a complex analytic principal bundle, there exists 

an open covering { Wi} of MH/F(H), and a F(H)-equivariant biholomorphism epi: MHI 

Wi->Wi X F(H) for each i. Now we consider the case which fulfills the condition 

N(H) ~~ H'F(H), the semi-direct product. Let p : E~･MH be a holomorphtc N(H)-
vector bundle and Ei~, Wi X F(H) be its portion over Wi X r(H). 

We may suppose that EilWi X (e) is holomorphically isomorphic to Wi X Vi, where 

e is the identity element of F(H) and Vi = p~1(x) for some x e Wi, which is a complex 

H-module. We denote the isomorphism by epi, which corresponds to a cross section 
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s(ci) : Wi X (e)->Hom (.EilWi X (e), Wi X Vi). Since MH/F(H) = M/G is locally compact, 

there exists a neighborhood U; of xi e Wi such that U;, the closure of U~, is compact 

and contained in Wi. Put the minimum Min {Is(ci)(x)1; x e ~f;} = 8. On the other 

hand we may suppose that we have choosed the covering { Wi} which admits isomor-

phisms ep;: EilWi X (e)->Wi X Vi of H-vector bundles (cf. Proof of Proposition (2.2), 

[6]) and that s(ap;)(xi) = s(~i)(xi), where if it is necessary, we take [s(ep;)(xi)]'[s(epi)(xi)]~ 1 

's(epi)(x) instead of s(ci)(x). There exrsts a nerghborhood Ui of xi Such that Ui is com-

pact and U, c U;, further, 

Is(ep;)(x) - s(ep;)(y)1

Then 

2
 Is(~)(~c) s(~)(x)1

Thus 1 I H I h~=Hh 's(.api)(x), say ~;(x), is a holomorphic H-equivalence, where IHI denotes 

the order of H. Hence we have a holomorphic N(H)-equivalence yi : Ui X (Vi X HH 

F(H))~Ei over Ui X F(H). 

For h e H alad (x, (v, h,y)) e (Ui n Uj) x Vi X HH'F(H) ,~ 

~771 ' ~7i(x, (v, hy)) = (x, (gji(x)v, yji(x)hy)) 

= (x, (gji(x)(v)) ' I(yji(x))(h), yji(x)y) , 

where (yji) is the set of transition functions of the principal bundle F(H)->MH-> 

MH/F(H). We have the important relation (cf. S 3, [5]), 

gji(x)(vh) = {9ji(x)(.v)} ' I(yji(x))(.h) . 

Hence we obtain our main result : 

THEOREM' We /7ave an isolnol'pllisn7 of selni-gl'oups 

7r(~2) : Vect~(H)(MH) -> Vect~v(M/G) 

where Vect~y(M/G) denotes the semi-group of isomorphism classes of holomorphic 

local H-vector bundles, (cf. Theorem in S 3, [5]). 

COROLLARY' If r(H) is connected, then 

7cf*'2) : Vect~(H)(MH) ~ Vect~(M/G) . 

PRooF. Since r(H) is connected and H is finite, gj,(x)(vh) = {9ji(x)(v)} 'h. 
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